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When to create an ESOP?
STAGE

CONSIDERATIONS

TAKEAWAY

Pre-seed

Founders focused on traction (often too busy for an
ESOP). Key employees are given equity/options on an ad
hoc basis.

ESOP not necessary, but it can be helpful to your sanity to
check how much equity you are giving away to early hires.

Seed

First outside financing round. Investors are either angel
or institutional; institutional investors will require an
ESOP.

Seed rounds can be closed without an ESOP; the benefit to
doing so is that seed investors then share in the dilution.

Early-VC

The first true VC round. Investors will require an ESOP in
place. New hires will be seeking large equity grants.

ESOP must be created (to appease investors and to serve as a
guideline for the size of new-hire options grants).

Late-VC

Flush with capital, startups at this stage begin to steadily
ramp-up hiring, yet employees still want equity.

Important to have standardized the ESOP and the amount of
equity granted to new hires at each level.

Growth

Company is aggressively pursuing growth and hiring;
likely to have exhausted most of the ESOP.

Most of the ESOP is gone, but shares remaining are more
valuable; use them to allow new hires to share in the upside.

Communicating Options to Employees
OPTIONS PACKAGES
Options packages can be communicated either as (1) a percentage of ownership in the company, or (2) a dollar value based on the current valuation; we
encourage the latter when possible.

%

$

“We are granting you options equivalent to 0.5% of the
company’s equity…”

“We are granting you options equivalent to $200,000 of
company’s stock…”

Considerations:
• At an early stage, the only way to communicate options grants
given no true valuation of the company

Considerations:
• Once valuation is established, highly effective way to
communicate the true value of an options grant

• Hard for employees to grasp what they are really getting (“0.5%
seems too little”)

• Easy for employees to grasp what they are really getting
(“$200,000 is a lot”)

• Invites a negotiation about what percentage of the company an
employee really deserves

• Grounds negotiations in a discussion about concrete dollar
amounts, rather than a percentage of the company

How Much To Grant
TWO APPROACHES

Top Down

Bottom Up

Decide the total amount of equity to be granted; allocate these
shares to employees over time.

Decide the appropriate size of individual equity grants by
position; issue these shares as employees are hired.

Process:
1) Determine how much equity to set aside for non-founder
employees
2) Create a schedule of how this equity will be distributed over time

Process:
1) Segment your human resources
2) Create pay multipliers for each job function
3) Determine the dollar value of an options grant
4) Determine the current share price
5) Calculate options grant

In reality, creating an ESOP will require a combination of top-down and bottom-up planning

Top Down
HOW MUCH EQUITY TO SET ASIDE IN THE ESOP?
Generally non-founder employees get 15-20% of the company, with some companies issuing up to 25% (and a current trend toward bigger ESOPs).

<15%
•

•
•
•

Founders are top managers with
functional roles that are not
redundant
DNA of the company is in a nontechnical industry; no
technology emphasis
Geographic focus is on a region
that is not considered a startup
hub
Hiring needs are primarily
administrative or back-office
team members

20%
•

•
•
•

Founders are top mangers, but
hire others to fill key technical or
functional roles
DNA of the company is in
applying technology to a
nontechnical industry
Geographic focus is either
wholly or partially in a startup
hub
Hiring needs are primarily sales
and marketing team members

25%
•

•
•
•

Founders are not top managers
in the business, or plan to step
aside
DNA of the company is in
technology, engineering, or data
science
Geographic focus is in a leading
startup hub such as SF, NYC or
Boston
Hiring needs are primarily
engineering, development, or
technical team members

There are no hard and fast rules, but by looking your company’s founders, its DNA, its geographic focus, and its hiring needs you can begin
to benchmark how much equity to set aside for the ESOP.

Top Down
SENIORITY
First 10 Employees
Next 20 Employees
Next 50 Employees

Early-stage equity grants are always a negotiation, but generally:
•
•
•
•

CTO: 1-5%
Key Developer or Engineer: 1-2%
Other Functional Team Member: 0.5-1.5%
No non-founding member of the senior team should receive over 10%

EQUITY ALLOCATION
10%
5%
5%

Bottom Up
SEGMENT YOUR HUMAN RESOURCES
STAGE

ROLE

Founders

Co-Founders

%

Founding Team

Technical & Product

%

Early Stage Hitters

Senior Team (C-Level)

$

Directors/VPs

$

Functional/Technical Team

$

Support Team

$

Think about the early-stage team in three segments:
•
•
•

AWARDS IN % OR $

Founders: the founding partners in the business
Founding Team: the people you hire to build your product
Early-Stage Hires: the team you build as you raise capital

As early as possible, begin communicating options grants in terms of dollars rather than percentages

Bottom Up
ESTABLISH PAY MULTIPLIERS FOR EACH ROLE
STAGE

ROLE

AWARDS IN % OR $

Founders

Co-Founders

%

NA

Founding Team

Technical & Product

%

Negotiated

Early Stage Hitters

Senior Team (C-Level)

$

0.5x-1.0x base salary

Directors/VPs

$

0.25x-0.5x base salary

Functional/Technical Team

$

0.1x-0.25x base salary

Support Team

$

0.0x-0.1x base salary

OPTIONS MULTIPLIERS
(Multiple of Salary)

After segmenting the early-stage team, establish a standardized multiple of base salary to be granted as an option package.
•
•
•

These ranges provide a ballpark grant for each role
Get away from actively negotiating packages with employees
Be transparent about this methodology

Source: This range of multiples was provided by Fred Wilson of Union Square Ventures, which he created in collaboration with a leading HR consulting firm

DETERMINE THE DOLLAR VALUE OF THE OPTIONS GRANT
Dollar Value of Options Grant = Employee Base Salary (as negotiated with the employee at the time of hire or promotion) x Options Multiplier (is decided based
on the employee’s role in the HR Segmentation schedule

DETERMINE THE CURRENT SHARE PRICE
Current Share Price = Latest “True” Valuation / Fully-Diluted Share Count
Latest “True valuation”: At what valuation could you raise capital or sell the company? This is an internal valuation (not published).
Things to consider:
1.) The latest financing round
2.) Any bona fide acquisition offer
3.) Comparable company valuations / DCF analysis
Fully-Diluted Share Count: This should include all shares issued, as well as any dilutive securities.
Things to consider:
1.) Common Shares
2.) Preferred Shares
3.) Shares authorized for issuance
4.) Options or warrants

CALCULATE THE OPTIONS GRANT
Options Grant (Number of Shares) = Dollar Value of Options Grant/Current Share Price

An Example: Hiring a CTO
EMPLOYEE INFORMATION
•
•
•

CTO (Senior Team)
$100,000 salary
0.8x options multiplier

CALCULATION STEPS
Dollar Value of Options Grant = $100,000 x 0.8 = $80,000
Current Share Price = $7M/50,000 = $140
Options Grant = $80,000/$140 = 571 Shares

COMPANY INFORMATION
•
•
•
•

Last valuation round: $5M
Amount raised: $2M
Current valuation: $7M
Diluted share count: 50,000

Note that this employee received 1.1% of the diluted shares outstanding; however, the grant is communicated as an $80,000 grant of 571 options,
rather than as a percentage ownership stake in the company.

An Example: Hiring a CTO
Retention Grants are used to incentivize employees to stay with the company beyond their 4-year vesting period: a “top off”.
• Do not wait until an employee is fully vested to make a retention grant! This creates a natural exit incentive at the end of 4 years
• Instead, consider making smaller retention grants every 2 years

A FRAMEWORK FOR RETENTION GRANTS
Grant Date: Every 2 years, beginning 2 years after initial package
Options Multiplier: Use ½ of the employee’s standard options multiplier
Salary Baseline: Use current salary if employee has received a raise
Valuation & Shares: Use current valuation and share count, if changed

Retention Grant = (Current Salary * 50% of options multiplier) / (New (latest) Valuation / Diluted Share Count)

Discretionary Grants
Bonuses Outstanding Performance
These discretionary grants should only be made once per year, and only offered to your top 10-20% of employees whose accomplishments and performance are
truly distinguished.

Promotions
These discretionary grants should only be made to reward promotion. Bring the employee’s total equity up to the amount you would pay to hire them today.

Creating an ESOP
Creating an ESOP has lasting implications on startup capital structure.

Build an Options Model
While the guidelines provided in this presentation offer a roadmap to implementing an options plan, it can also be helpful to build an options model to
understand the long-term effects of this program.
Options Models:
• Forecast hiring needs over time
• Estimate future valuation and fundraising needs
• Provide an estimate of employee ownership

A Detailed Example: Options Modeling
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